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Abstract

It is observed (among other things) that a theorem on bilinear and bilateral generating
functions, which was given recently in the predecessor of this Journal, does not hold true
as stated and proved earlier. Several possible remedies and generalizations, which indeed
are relevant to the present investigation of various other results on bilinear and bilateral
generating functions, are also considered.

1. Introduction

Consider a two-variable generating function F(x,t) which possesses a formal (not
necessarily convergent for t ^ 0) power-series expansion in t such that

C"fn(x)tn, (1)
n=0

where each member of the generated set {/nOOJJjin *s independent of t, and the coef-
ficient set taJJIio may contain the parameters of the set {/„(*) }JJ1O, but is independent
of x and t. Also let (X)n denote the Pochhammer symbol defined by

_[i, » = o, x^o,
\k(k + 1) • • • (A + n - 1), n 6 N := {1, 2, 3 , . . . } .

In a recent paper published in the predecessor of this Journal, Mohammad [6] claimed
to have proved an obvious special case of the assertion (6) of the following theorem
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on bilinear and bilateral generating functions (c/. [6, p. 261, Theorem 1]) when

r = 3, m7 = 1 0 ' = 1.2,3) and cn = 1 (n € No := N U {0}),

THEOREM 1. For bounded complex coefficients A(kit..., kr) (kj e No; j = 1,
. . . , r), let

CO

<D(z,,...,z,):= Y, Mku...,kr)z
k
l'---z

k; (3)
k, *,=0

and
(A.1**(A,/z;z,,...,zr):= V) f-£-A(*Il...,*r)zf'-"Zr\ (4)

where, for convenience,

M :=miki + --- + mrkr (m;- e R+; y = 1 , . . . , r) , (5)

the parameters k and /j. (and the variables | z i | , . . . , \zr\) being so constrained that
the multiple series in (3) and (4) converge absolutely. Also let the generating function
F(x, t) defined by (1) be such that F(x, -tu/(l — «)) remains uniformly convergent

for u e (0, 1).
Then

J2 ,k _ + U g"^*^ + «. A*! Zl. • • • . «r)/«(*) ^

MX~' 4>(Zi M 1 " 1 , . . . , ZrMm') „ / tU
U (6)

?(X-M + "l)1.^(X'/A-| i :Z"

provided that Re(/i) > Re (A.) > 0.

It should be remarked in passing that several other special cases of the assertions
(6) as well as (7) of Theorem 1 (with ms = 1, j = \,... ,r and cn = 1, n € No),
associated with Lauricella's hypergeometric hypergeometric functions FJr), Fg\ Fc

r\
and F^ of r variables (c/. [4, p. 113]; see also Srivastava and Karlsson [10, p. 33]),
were given earlier by Mathur [5].
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2. Validity of Theorem 1

In their derivation of the aforementioned special cases of Theorem 1, both Mo-
hammad [6, p. 263] and Mathur [5, p. 222] made use of the familiar Eulerian (Beta-
function) integral [3, p. 9 et seq.]:

f
Jo

- u)^ du = B(a, 0) = ^ ( " ) r ( ^ , Re(a) > 0; Retf) > 0, (8)

in conjunction with the power-series expansion (1). If, for convenience, we denote
the right-hand side of the assertion (6) of Theorem 1 by Sl(zi,..., zr; t), and apply
(1) as well as the definition (3), we readily find that

p, , 00

Z ; 0
- A.) nk[ kr=0

x zf1 • • • zk/(-t)n / «*+»+»-• (l - ii)"-*—1 du, (9)
Jo

provided that the inversion of the order of summation and integration is permissible
under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, M being given (as before) by (5).

Now, in order to evaluate the integral in (9) by means of the Eulerian integral (8)
with a and fi replaced by X + n + M and \x — k — n, respectively, these parameters
must be constrained by Re(/x + M) > Re (A. + n + M) > 0, that is, by

Re(M) > Re(A- + n) > 0, n € No. (10)

The first inequality in (10), viz. Re(/i) > Re(A. + n),n e No, cannot be satisfied for
all bounded complex parameters k and \x as long as n is unbounded above.

A similar problem arises in the derivation of the assertion (7) of Theorem 1. Indeed,
if co(zi,... ,zr\ t) denotes the right-hand side of (7), it is easily observed from (1) and
(3) that

• • , ZT\ t) = r » ) r ( _ k) L C»Mki kr)fn(x)

x zkl • • • zk'tn [ uy+M~l (1 - M)"-*-"-1 du, (11)
Jo

in which the integral obviously diverges, since one of the convergence conditions (c/.
(10)): Re(/n — n) > Re(A.), n e No, cannot be satisfied for all bounded complex
parameters k and /x as long as n is unbounded above.

Thus the derivation of Theorem 1, even in the aforementioned special cases consid-
ered by Mohammad [6] and Mathur [5], cannot be validated. And, since the integrals
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occurring in the assertions (6) and (7) are divergent, Theorem 1 does not hold true as
stated and proved so far.

We choose to remark here that yet another special case of the evidently invalid
assertion (6) of Theorem 1 when w; = \,j = 1 , . . . , r, happens to be one of the three
main results derived in a forthcoming paper: "A certain class of bilateral generating
functions involving generalized polynomials", by M. A. Pathan and M. G. Bin-Saad,
which is scheduled to appear in The ANZIAM Journal.

3. A set of possible remedies for Theorem 1

One of several possibilities for correcting Theorem 1 would involve the use of
Pochhammer's extension of the Eulerian integral (8) in the form (cf. Whittaker and
Watson [12, p. 256, Section 12.43]; see also Srivastava and Karlsson [10, p. 280]):

.(l+.0+,l-,0-) 4 2

where the path of integration is Pochhammer's double-loop which starts from a point
P on the real axis (of the complex f -plane) between 0 and 1, encircles the point 1 in the
positive (counter-clockwise) direction and returns to P, then encircles the origin in the
positive direction and returns to P, and so on. Denoting such a contour of integration
simply as in /p0'", we obtain the following corrected version of Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. With definitions and notation as in Theorem 1,

W + l ) cB<&*(A. + n,M; Zi,...,Zr)Mx)t"

4TT2

/ rt \
X (13)

1, • • •, z,Sm')F (x, ^

and

" (i _ M)

————— cn<i>*(k,n-n; zu---,zr)fn(x)tn

ra-
An2

m] / -t

(
fm]

provided that X, fi e C \ 1, (I := {0, ±1, ±2, . . .}) .
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Another useful extension of the Eulerian integral (8) involves a single-loop contour
integral given by (see, for example, Erdelyi et al. [3, p. 15, Equation 1.6(8)])

i) /
Jo

a-\K-W d^, (15)

where Re(a) > 0, P e C \ 1, \ arg(£ — 1)| < n, which would yield another corrected
version of Theorem 1 as follows.

THEOREM 3. With definitions and notation as in Theorem 1,

£ n ^ I n Cn^t{X + "• ̂  Zu • • •' Zr)fn(x) f

n=0
= -csch[(£i-A.)7n]

(A- " M + D -

provided that Re(A.) > 0, n - k 6 C \ 1 and | arg(^ - 1)| < n.

Finally, in our attempt to correct Theorem 1 without using contour integrals, we
are easily led to the next theorem.

THEOREM 4. With definitions and notation as in Theorem 1,

— m - ( " - ^ - - 0)n-Zu...,Zr)fn(.x)tn

I / 1 . I t _ i _ \ _

n=0

provided that Re(fi) > Re(A.) > 0, p > 0, a > 0 and p + cr > 0.
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4. Generating functions associated with Lauricella functions

Motivated essentially by some earlier results of Saran [7] involving the Gauss
hypergeometric function 2F\, Mohammad [6, p. 262] also gave two theorems on
bilinear and bilateral generating functions associated with the Appell functions F2

and F4 (c/. [1] and [10, pp. 22-23]), where F2 = FJ2) and F4 = Fc
2) in terms of the

aforementioned Lauricella functions F{
A

r) and Fc
r) in r variables, defined by (cf. [4,

p. 113] and [10, p. 33])

F%\a,py PA ylt...,yr; zt zr]

where |z, |H 1- \zr\ < 1, and

F ^ r ) [ a , P ; y i , - - - , y r \ Z \ , ••• , z r ]

kr(P)kl+...+kr Zi' z£_

t,.lt=o --(Yrh, kxl'"krV

where |zi |1/2 + (- |zr|
l /2 < 1. Indeed it is known for these multivariable hyperge-

ometric functions that [10, pp. 285-286]

F ^ [ a , P u ••-, PA Y\, ••• ,YA Z\,... , z r ]

) O

where Re(a) > 0 and Re(z, -\ \- zr) < 1, and

Fc
r)[a,P; YI,...,YA Z\,...,zr]

1

where Re(a) > 0, Re(£) > 0 and |z,|1/2 + • • • + Iz,!"2 < 1.
Making use of the integral representations (21) and (22), it is not difficult to prove

Theorems 5 and 6 below.

THEOREM 5. Let the generating function F(x, t) and the Lauricella function F^r)

be given by (I) and (19), respectively.
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Then

, ; Yj\ ZjU))F(x,tu)du
1 \a) Jo j

00

£ ) „ cnFJr)[a + n, A , . . . , pr\ YI, • • •, Yrl Zi, • • •, Zrlf.Oc) *", (23)
n=0

provided that each side of (23) exists.

THEOREM 6. Le/ f/ie generating function F(x, t) and the Lauricella function F^
be given by (I) and (20), respectively.

Then

«),,(/?),, ̂ ^c'f" + ». ̂  + «i Vl. • • • • Yr\ Zu • • • , Zr]fn(x) t", (24)

provided that each side of (24) existe.

In their special cases when r = 2 and cn = 1 (n € No), Theorem 5 would
correspond to the corrected version of a result of Mohammad [6, p. 262, Theorem 2],
and Theorem 6 would yield another result of Mohammad [6, p. 262, Theorem 3].

Starting from numerous examples of such generating functions as F(x, t) in (1)
already available in the treatise by Srivastava and Manocha [11] and elsewhere (see,
for example, [2, 8] and [9]), each of our results (Theorems 2 to 6 above) can indeed be
applied in a manner (which is described and illustrated fairly adequately by Saran [7],
Mathur [5] and Mohammad [6]) in order to derive the corresponding bilinear and
bilateral generating functions for various families of special functions and polynomials
in one, two and more variables. Moreover, each of our last results (Theorems 5 and 6
above) can easily be extended appropriately to hold true not only for the corresponding
multiple Eulerian integrals, but also for such general classes of multivariable functions
as those defined by (3) and (4). The details involved in these derivations are being left
as an exercise for the interested reader.
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